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Georgia Fenchurch appears to be an unassuming antiquarian bookseller in Victorian London, but

the life she leads is as exciting as any adventure novel. For Georgia is a member of the Archivist

Society, a secret association of private investigators led by the mysterious Sir Broderick. When a

frantic woman comes to Georgia claiming that her neighbor, Nicholas Drake, has been abducted by

the notorious Duke of Blackford, Georgia and the Archivist Society agree to take the case. But

Drake is no innocentâ€”he is a thief who has been blackmailing many of the leading members of

London society. To find Drake and discover who is behind his abduction, Georgia and her beautiful

assistant, Emma, will have to leave the cozy confines of their bookshop and infiltrate the inner

circles of the upper crustâ€”with the help of the dashing but dubious Duke of Blackford himself.But

the missing thief and his abductor are not the only ones to elude Georgia Fenchurch. When she

spies the man who killed her parents years ago, she vows to bring him to justice once and for allâ€¦at

any cost.
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I really enjoy cozy mysteries and this was excellent light reading. I liked the characters and enjoyed

the mystery; I couldn't wait to read the next in the series to see what happens with Georgia and The

Duke!

This debut cozy mystery is like a Victorian version of the Stephanie Plum series. Although it's not

billed as a romance, I'm betting the heroine, a spinster book seller by day and amateur sleuth by

night, will wind up a Duchess by the end of the series. I'm very impatient to read the next book in the

series.

Georgina Fenchurch runs a successful bookstore; she also works as an investigator for a group

who works to solve mysteries and bring about justice. [more to follow]

It was ok, but nothing great. I probably won't read another in the series, just not inspired, predictable

and not all that believable.

Love the main character and her courage; her acknowledgment of her own power. The book is

great because the mystery ties up well without any glaring liberties in reality. I look very forward to

the series!

Will keep reading, great mystery can't wait to see if Georgia finds her parents killer, and the duke

what will happen. I gotta keep reading

I would recommend this book to all who love a good mystery book that is a good clean book. It had

a good story line.I will read more from this author.

Always a delight to find an author I have not read. Enjoyed this novel and will be reading the next in

this series.
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